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Modern yet timeless, the cylindrical forms of the UNO tapware
collection has always been a hallmark of pure and modern design.
The UNO collection has recently been upgraded with a wider choice.
We have remained faithful to the original product philosophy of
minimalist shape and purity of design. It is these cherished ideals that
enables UNO to complement almost any bathroom or kitchen style.

UNO UPDATED COLLECTION

UNO EXTENDED HEIGHT
BASIN MIXER

UNO BASIN
MIXER

UNO WALL
BASIN MIXER

UNO SLIDE
SHOWER

Available in chrome, brushed nickel and black,
the latest additions of the curved spout basin,
wall basin and extended height basin mixers,
new shower programme and new kitchen
mixers will create a dramatic centrepiece in
your new bathroom or kitchen.

UNO COLUMN
SHOWER

CHROME

UNO GOOSE NECK
KITCHEN MIXER

BRUSHED
NICKEL

BLACK

UNO GOOSE NECK KITCHEN
MIXER WITH PULL OUT SPRAY

UNO KITCHEN MIXER
WITH DOCKING SYSTEM

BRAND INSIGHT

AN
ORIGINAL
POINT OF
VIEW
Often referred to as the Lamborghini
of bathroom fittings, Zucchetti has
evolved from the core value of constant
innovation established by grandfather
Alfredo 85 years ago.

Designers such as Matteo Thun, Paulo
Barbieri, Barbara Sordina, Roberto
and Ludovica Palomba, and Antonio
Rodriguez have built a starkly sleek
collection of sculptured bathroom
faucets, bathroom fixtures, bathroom
accessories, and kitchen faucets.

Simple but never ordinary.“The world
of Zucchetti is tied to daily experience
where quality, space and colours are
special… a broad but selective vision of
what is contemporary.”

“II CAPOMASTRO HA CONFUSO IL
SOFFIONE CON UNA LAMPADA E L’HA
INSTALLATO NEL POSTO SBAGLIATO...”
“THE MASTER BUILDER HAS CONFUSED
THE SHOWER HEAD WITH A LAMP AND
INSTALLED IT IN THE WRONG PLACE ...”

ELEGANT, YET
SIMPLE SHAPES
HAVE A PURIFYING
CAPACITY.

ZUCCHETTI. KOS ALWAYS
CREATE TRENDS, THEIR
PRODUCTS FOSTER AN
EVOLUTION IN LIFESTYLE,
A NEW IMAGERY AND
NEW WORLDS FOR
HOME LIVING.

NOW AVAILABLE IN BLACK

S5
S5 accessories reflect a passion that goes
beyond simply creating unique products for
the bath resulting in products with personality
that inspire feeling, thought, and a sense
of playfulness.
Each black bathroom accessory is highly
functional with a flair of dazzling design making
them the ultimate must have accessories to
keep up with the current trends.
Your bathroom is the place that sets the tone for
the rest of your home, so it’s not the place where
you should take deco shortcuts. Black signifies
sophistication, power, elegance and modernity
so you can’t go far wrong when introducing this
colour into your bathroom’s colour scheme.

COMING SOON

GROHE
LINEARE
SENSUAL
MINIMALISM

GROHE EcoJoy™
Save precious resources
and enjoy 100% water comfort.

GROHE SilkMove®
Smoothest handling for effortless precision
and ultimate comfort for a lifetime.

GROHE StarLight®
Made-to-last surfaces ranging from precious
matt to shiny like a diamond.

GROHE QuickFix®
Faster, easier and hassle-free. GROHE
QuickFix® cuts installation time by up to 40%.

The cosmopolitan aesthetic of Lineare
is minimal yet highly inviting.
In keeping with the concept of minimalism,
Lineare has been reduced to only the
necessary elements to achieve the thinnest
possible appearance. The line is based on
a composition of two simple geometric
structures - cylindrical bodies and thin
rectangular forms of the handle and spout
create beautiful harmonious compositions.

MR & MRS
WARD
BESPOKE FURNITURE
DESIGNED AND MADE
IN NEW ZEALAND

Mr & Mrs Ward is a bespoke furniture and cabinetry business started by the husband
and wife team of Interior Architect and Designer Janice Kumar-Ward, and cabinetmaker Julian Ward. Mr & Mrs Ward offers unique New Zealand-made furniture, with
a focus on functionality and effortless style.
The Mr & Mrs Ward furniture line combines Janice’s contemporary aesthetic and
innate understanding of design with Julian’s love of innovation and practicality. A
combination of minds that creates high quality, elegant and original furniture, using
high end, environmentally certified materials, tailored to your needs.
Mr & Mrs Ward have recently partnered with Robertson Bathware to develop their
bathroom furniture collection. “Working and researching together with people who
live and breath bathrooms has ensured our products stand up to the challenges that
a modern family or commercial bathroom environment dictate” explained Janice.
MRANDMRSWARD.NZ

SHOWROOMS

COMING SOON!

Be sure to check out the latest
Robertson bathroom and
kitchen tapware display at the
NEW Kitchen Things showroom,
due for completion in July 2018.
Morrow Street
Newmarket
Auckland

AUCKLAND
ROBERTSON
25 Vestey Drive, Mt Wellington
Ph: (09) 573 0490
Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm Closed Sunday
HOME IDEAS
165 The Strand, Parnell
Ph: (09) 303 4755
Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm Sunday 11am - 4pm

WELLINGTON
ROBERTSON
23 Marion St, Te Aro
Ph: (04) 595 1165
Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm
Closed Saturday and Sunday

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE...

For a bathware consultation please make an
appointment by emailing sales@robertson.co.nz

Can you find 10 differences in the MARZO bath image below?

CHRISTCHURCH
HOME IDEAS
37 Mandeville Street Riccarton
Ph: (03) 348 2863
Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm Sunday 11am - 4pm

Request our latest brochures...
Our latest IDEAS brochure is a treasure
trove of innovative product and great
design, while our GROHE brochure
features the finest tapware from the
masters of design and technology.
Request your FREE copy now!

sales@robertson.co.nz

PH:
FAX:
EMAIL:

+64 9 573 0490
+64 9 573 0495
sales@robertson.co.nz

